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Running Start is a unique program for
distributing early product information
to HP's value-added-business partners.
Two Running Start packages are being
distributed this winter that you shoultl
be aware of.
In order for you to receive eit,her of the
Running Start information packages,
you will need to have signed and
returned the appropriate nondisclosul-e
form enclosed with the Running Star1
invitation letter that you should have
received in early- to mid-January. This
nondisclosure form allows us to release
to you information that is not yet publicly announced. (Note: your comparly
will receive an invitation to the Running
Start program if you have contpleted a
catalog data kit which reflects that you
support either HP 9000 Series 300
BASIC, Pascal, or HP-UX operating
systems.)

;Early in the month of February, we
INant to send you one of these Running
Start information packages. Important
tletails in one Running Start package
help you to make key decisions about
ongoing support of the HP 9000 Model
1310 computer or its future replacement.
.9separate HP-UX Running Start packitge informs you about some items to be
iiware of regarding the new release of
I-IP-UX, Version 6.5. It also has some
information on new capabilities of HP's
:<-Window System that your graphics
gurus will want to see.
If you are not the person responsible
lor determining HP-related porting and
marketing policy, please pass the Running Start invitation letter on to the person who is. If you are the right person,
please return the signed nondisclosure
form as quickly as possible in the envelope provided. This way, you can
cnsure receiving the Running Start
information without delay.
Contact your HP representative for
Inore information about the Running
!itart Program.
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between personal computers and an
HP 3000 minicomputer. The development tool consists of both an MS@-DOS
procedure library and an HP 3000
intrinsic server.

Introducing Cooper&'ve Senices/XL
Cooperative Services has been successful over the past year by providing
VABs with a tool to develop custom
applications that integrate PCs with
data residing on HP 3000s (MPE V
systems). Beginning February 1, 1989,
an enhanced version of Cooperative
Services is available on MPE V systems
(Product No. 32570A) and is also orderable on MPE XL systems (Product
No. 32571A).

I

Leveraging HP's strengths in PC integration, Cooperative Services can offer
all HP 3000 users the capability of easily integrating PCs into transactionprocessing applications. By extending
their data processing capabilities to
PCs, users add value to their existing
hardware and software investments.
The Cooperative Services development
tool helps software designers create
cooperative processing applications

Cooperative processing power

Central
database
and file
information

I

Using the PC as the development workstation, software designers can create
PC applications that programmatically
access and update data that resides on
the PC or HP 3000 minicomputer.
Cooperative Services simplifies the
development of commercial transaction
processing applications by eliminating
the need for PC software designers to
access lower-level network intrinsics or
provide parallel coding on the HP 3000.
HP's Cooperative Services can be used
with commonly available development
tools (for example, compilers, screen
generators, etc.) to provide end users
with integrated transaction processing
applications.
Cooperative Services offers flexibility
for the developer by providing the following features:

New features
MPE XL support (including remote
procedures running in native and/or
compatibility mode)

Cooperative
Services
u
Order
processing

Sales and
service

Connection and session management
- Up to 10 concurrent connections
are allowed from a single PC application when using H P Officeshare.
- Only one connection per PC is
allowed when using a basic serial
networking configuration.
Support for multiple HP Cooperative
Services programs executing simultaneously when using Microsoft Windows or HP NewWave

Manufacturing

Existing features
MPE file system intrinsics

Custom
PC applications

TurboIMAGE intrinsic support
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC)

Ordering information

Faster, More Effective
Information Processing
Satisfied

Current inventory
Product master

3

The enhanced version of Cooperative
Services is available on the V-Delta-5
MIT for MPE V and 1.2 MIT for MPE
XL. Users on SMS (or better) subscriptionlsupport services for Cooperative
Services on MPE V will receive these
enhancements through normal software
update.

1

1

Product No. Descriotion
Cooperative Services
MPE V Development Kit for
Host - includes unlimited PC
licensing per host

Pricing information
Order entry

More eff'sct~vesales rep

'

Popular third-generation PC development languages (3GL)
- Micro Focus COBOL12 (R.ev.
1.0.40)
- Microsoft C (Rev. 5.1, supports S,
M, L memory models)
- Microsoft COBOL (Rev. 3.0)
- Microsoft Pascal (Rev. 4.0,
- Latticem C (Rev. 3.3. supports S, I?
L memory models)
Variety of networking environments
- HP Officeshare Networking family
- ATP RS-232-C or RS-422.C

connections
Supports broad family of PC
workstations
- HP Vectra PC family (inc1,uding
new H P Vectra LSIl2 laptop PC)
- IBM PC XT AT and PSI2 family
- COMPAQ DESKPRO family
- H P Portable Plus
Using Cooperative Services, kTABscan
expand their market by developing new
PC-based applications specially tailored
to end-user needs.

( Cooperative processing example
An H P 3000 customer developed a new
telephone order processing application
using Cooperative Services. Repetitious
product look-up and pricing information has been offloaded to the PC and is
updated on a daily basis. When custorners call their sales representative, they
;.re able to quickly obtain the product
information thev need as well as Dro\ride new order information. Any new
order information is collected on the
PC. Connection to the HP 3000 is established only when the central database is periodically updated to reflect
new orders or when new product or
price information is required by the
PC application.

Opt. 310
Opt. 320
Opt. 330
Opt. 340
32564L

Cooperative Services
MPE XL Development Kit for
Host - includes unlimited PC
licensing per host
Cooperative Services
Documentation - includes
five sets of documentation
Cooperative Services Execute
Only For MPE V and MPE
XL kit for host - includes
license for up to 10 PCs
For Series 37 and MICRO
3000 family
For Series 4X-5X and
Series 925
For Series 6X-70 and
Series 935
For Series 950 and 955
Cooperative Services Execute
Only License Upgrade for up
to 10 additional PCs

Please contact your HP representative if
you have any questions or need further
information.

With this cooperative design, users
enjoy the faster response of local PC
processing. The HP 3000 processing
(,an now focus on central database
management and other product-related
;.pplications. MIS enjoys increased effic iency of both the PC and the HP 3000
resources.
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HP 3000

New HP 3000 systems
I
product briefs

/

The following literature for the
HP 3000 family of computers is now
available and can be ordered through
your HP representative.
HP 3000 Series 925LX, 925, and 935
product brief (PIN 5952-6604) promotes the benefits of HP-PA in the
midrange system market. These systems offer new levels of performance
at a low cost of ownership. The Series
925LX, 925, and 935 systems are
ideal for small to medium businesses,
departments, and branch offices. This
brief is targeted at DPIMIS managers
and new customers.
HP 3000 Series 950 and 955 product
brief (PIN 5952-6603) positions the
Series 950 and 955 systems as stateof-the-art, high-performance systems
that effectively satisfy large data
processing, application, andlor computation-intensive needs. High performance, reliability, and modular
growth path with an overall low cost
of ownership are highlighted. This
brief is targeted at DPIMIS managers
within Fortune 1000 companies.
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General

New low-cost unit completes HP 48000 family
Do you have applications, such as data
collection, machine control, or protocol
conversion, where you need a dedicated
processor that can operate in an industrial environment? Until recently, you
would have had to choose either a rugged personal computer (which is expensive and requires special hardware for
interfacing with relays or transducers)
or a programmable logic controller
(which lacks flexibility). Now, however,
you have a third option-HP's new
48060A Measurement and Control
Unit. Not only does the HP 48060A
have the flexibility of a personal computer, it also has the onboard signal
processing and interfacing previously
found only in programmable logic controllers. The HP 48060A can be programmed in C and comes with 13
analog and discrete I10 channels. The
price starts at less than $1,500 (U.S.
list), and this alone may be reason
enough to investigate this new product.
The HP 48060A contains a V25 processor and related CMOS circuitry,
46K of battery-backed user RAM, an
optional l28K user EPROM, four channels for analog measurement, nine
configurable interfaces for discrete
monitoring and control, and two
RS-232-C ports. Optionally, 202 or 212
modems or an HP Datalink interface
can be installed. The firmware contains
a database function library and multitasking BASIC, as well as providing C
progammability.

Comprehensive product family
The HP 48060A is part of the
H P 48000 family of measurement and
control units. Code developed on the
48060A is easily transportable to the
more powerful H P 48050A and HP
48010B. Since the H P 48060A must be
integrated with computers, peripherals,
and measurement devices, it provides
multiple business opportunities for
value-added businesses. To benefit from
these opportunities, integrator and project manager VABs can work with the
HP sales force to offer a total solution
to the customer. Or VABs can take
advantage of the aggresive OEM discounts and work independently of HP.

Made for VABs
For software supplier VABs, the
HP 48060A offers a real-time software
platform for developing code with
industrial applications. For example,
applications within water management
and oil production frequently require
protocol emulation. A software supplier
could develop the required code,
"productize" it, and sell it to customers
or other VABs.
Factory programs for VABs include
complete technical training and sales
assistance. Contact your local HP
representative to learn more about
these programs and about the new
HP 48060A.

PORT/RX update
PORTIRX (PIN 92562A) is a softwa~re
toolset that supports the migration of
software applications from RTE to
HP-UX. This product offers the flexibility of running RTE migrate:d code
either in RTE emulation mode on
HP-UX or in native mode on HP-UX.
Prior to the HP-UX 3.0 revisi'on,
PORTIRX was called PORTIHP-UX
and shipped with HP-UX.
Media options for PORTIRX include
the standard HP-UX Options AAO and
AA1. There is also delete manual Option OBO that is not included with the
PORTIRX listing in the HP 9000 Series
800 Price Guide. The delete option is
valuable for users who have either ordered the manuals separately (PIN
92561K) or ordered The Migration
Evaluation Kit (PIN 92561A) which
runs on RTE.
Emulation mode allows code that
requests RTE-specific system calls to
run on HP-IJX. The emulation environment translates those RTE system calls
not available or supported on HP-UX to
HP-UX calls. It is important to note
that code using the emulation enviroriment will probably run slower than the
native mode calls on either RTE or
HP-UX.
PORTIRX can be very useful in migrating applications from RTE to native
mode on HP-UX. By using this enhanced
version of PORTIRX, application code
can be examined for portability and
transported more easily than rewriting
code. Performance doesn't typically
degrade in native mode for ported RTE
code. except for advanced real-time
applications. PORTIRX has successfully facilitated code migration very
cost effectively.

[t is recommended that both an HP
systems engineer and sales rep work together with users to port their applications. It is important that the HP team
work with users' technical experts to
accurately assess the ease or difficulty
3f porting the users' code. Correct and
thorough analysis upfront will give an
accurate understanding of the required
'effort to port. By communicating this
understanding, the HP team will prop1:rly set users' expectations concerning
.:heir migration effort.
(Contact your HP representative for
nore information.

HP 9000

HP 9000 Series 300
HP-UX Release 6.5
lannounced
The next release of HP-UX for the HP
9000 Series 300 is expected to be shipping by April of 1989. The primary features of this release are the following:

" In keeping with our emphasis on standards, this release will be AT&T V.3
base compliant and XPG2 compliant.
New security features will be part
of this release. The following features
are intended to fulfill C2 level requirements, although the release is
not being formally evaluated at this
time.
- Auditing - a mechanism for auditing security relevant events
- Access control lists - additional
sets of readlwritelexecute permissions for users to better control who
has access to their files
- Increased TCB (trusted computing
base) protection - more robust
operating system software for enforcing security

Shadow password file - a method
for storing the encrypted passwords
where nonprivileged users cannot
read them
- Security related documentation for system administrators to manage
a secure system and end users to
properly utilize secure features.
-

The X Window System Version 11
will now become the default windowing system. It will replace the
Windows19000 system. The Windows1
9000 system will still be included
and can be used instead of X11. It is
expected that Windows19000 will be
removed from the product at a future
release and become a separate product. The current stand-alone XI1
products and support products will be
obsoleted soon. Also available with
this release is the XIStarbase merge.
This merge allows accelerated Starbase graphics to be displayed in an
XI1 window on a local system.
Additional features include Berkeley
job control and synchronous SCSI.
NFS release 3.2 will also be available
with this release. NFS 3.2 adds file
locking, remote execution service,
and other features to NFS.
Several levels of optimization have
been added to the C and FORTRAN
compilers resulting in a considerable
increase in performance. Initial testing shows an average of 20 to 30 percent increase in Dhrystone and
Whetstone benchmarks across all of
the Series 300 systems.
There will be no changes in the HP-UX
product structures or prices for this
release. Those users on HP-UX support
contracts will receive this release.

HP 9000

HP 9000

HP 9000 Series 300 HI LUX configuration
changes

HP 9000 Series 800
Configuration Guide
correction

With the maturing of the HP 9000
Series 300 and HP-UX products, it has
become advantageous to make some
configuration changes. This is to notify
users of HP's plans to end support for
floppy-based systems and for HP-UX
on the Model 310.

the discount, the user's AXE support
contract number must be in the special
instructions field of the HP 9144A
order. This contract number will be
verified against a list of those contracts.
This promotion began February 1,
1989, and will last six months.

Floppy-based systems

The Model 310 system

The Series 300 HP-UX products will
no longer be available on floppies.
Option 045 for all of the HP-UX
products was obsoleted on February 1,
1989. This will include the operating
system, the languages, the graphics
products, the database products, and the
networking products. This is being
done because of the increasing complexity of HP-UX which makes it very
difficult to get the system on smallcapacity floppies.

The Model 310 is sold primarily with
BASIC for measurement automation.
About 10 percent of those systems are
running HP-UX. A high-performance
alternative to the Model 310 will be on
the HP Price List in the spring. There
will be an upgrade program for the
existing Model 310 users to move to this
new hardware if they choose. Without
the Model 310 support, the operating
system can be optimized for the other
Series 300 systems and significant performance increases realized. For these
reasons, the HP-UX 6.5 release
(expected to be shipping by April of
1989) will be the last one to support the
Model 310. Releases after 6.5 will not
operate on Model 310 systems.

HP 9144A upgrade offered
There are currently about 200 users
with floppy-based support contracts. In
order to provide continued satisfaction
for these users, a special discount on
the HP 9144A tape drive has been set
up. Those Series 300 HP-UX users
with floppy-based support contracts
will be given a 40 percent discount off
the U.S. list price. No other discount

The HP 39301A Fiber Optic Multiplexer mentioned on page 41 of the
November 1, 1988, Series 800 Configuration Guide (PIN 5954-8588) will be
discontinued this spring (the guide
recommends the discontinued product
for use in situations where it is necessary to extend the transmission distance
between the Series 800 system and
peripheral devices for multiplexer operation). Orders will be taken up until
May 31, 1989; this date also applies to
orders taken for HP-style connectors,
connectored cables using the HP-style
connector, and connector assembly
tooling kits.
The support life for the product is five
years for replacement parts. For more
information on pricing and delivery,
please contact your HP representative.

Also in this issue
HP 9000 Series 800 now
supports HP 7980XC
NRC's FUSION Network
Software available on
HP 9000 Series 200/300
Pacal workstations
NS for the V'AX revised to
support VMS 5.0
HP announces OS/2 LAN
Manager offerings
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Graphics Gallery beats the
competition

I

General

Announcing Graphics
Gallery Version 3.0

Why buy Gallery? Several key benefits
make Gallery the best solution for PC
presentation graphics:
Ease of use - quick and easy-to-learn
mouse interface and on-screen menus
Ourput quality - high-quality output
for paper, transparencies, and 35mm
slides
File integration -use with Lotus
1-2-3 and other data analysis programs, desktop publishing and wordprocessing software, and with other
graphics packages
Fully featured - powerful, sophisticated software with a large number of
chart types and an advanced drawing
environment
Ease of use

Hewlett-Packard begins shipping the
Graphics Gallery Version 3.0 for the
HP Vectra PC and IBM PC/:YT/AT,
PS/2s, and compatibles on F'ebruary 1.
Graphics Gallery has many rlew f e a
tures and continues to be a leading
presentation graphics software package.
It offers an easy-to-learn and easy-touse solution for users so that they ca.n
produce their highest-quality presentation graphics.
Gallery's combination of powerful
drawing and charting capabilities provides the best solution for users who
need professional-quality output for
documents and presentations - in either
black and white or color. Graphics Gallery also offers the highest quality 01'
support for all of HP's top-of-the-line
peripherals (as well as for many thirdparty peripherals), giving ust:rs maximum flexibility to produce graphics on
paper, transparencies, or 35n1m slides.

Gallery pictures can be used in leading
desktop publishing packages, such as
Aldus' PageMakera and Xerox's Ventura Publisher, as well as several wordprocessing programs. Gallery can also
import data and named graphs from
Lotus@1-2-3@and Symphony@for
quick chart creation or enhancement
without the need to reenter data from
:xisting spreadsheet files. New file
:ompatibility features for Version 3.0
include the ability to import ASCII text
tiles, import and export graphics, and
3utput to Postscript printers. All this
tile compatibility means that users can
~ciramaticallyincrease their productivity
y using existing text, graphics, and
(data files with Gallery or using their
~"Jlleryfiles with many other software
.ipplications.

Today's software users cannot spend a
lot of time learning a powerful software package like Gallery. That's why
Graphics Gallery offers an intuitive and
friendly approach to learning the software to produce professional-quality
graphics. Graphics Gallery's mousedriven interface is unique and easy to
use. Charts and drawings can be created and edited with little use of the
keyboard except for entering text and
data. Other packages typically require
more use of the keyboard to specify
chart type or chart features, or to access files, submenus, and program features. Graphics Gallery has consistently
received praise for its ease of use; this
feature has been frequently cited as the
reason for purchase.
Full screen mouse interface
On-screen menus and submenus
Option selections and changes displayed onscreen immediately
File interface from within the
application
Production charting and drawing

FEBRUARY
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Quality of output

Fully featured

Graphics software is designed to produce high-quality presentations and
must be capable of driving high-quality
black-and-white and color output devices. Graphics Gallery supports a
wide range of HP printers and plotters,
as well as the Polaroid Palette Plus (to
create slides) and General Parametrics
Videoshow. Graphics Gallery produces
high-quality output, which surpasses
that of competing software packages.

An important feature of Graphics Gallery is its ability to provide a complete
graphics solution. Charting provides a
large number of chart types (including
sophisticated charts such as 3D, highlow-open-close [HLOC] , and logarithmic) that the user can access and edit
through the mouse-driven interface.
Charting Gallery provides a very competitive solution for easily creating
quality charts. Drawing Gallery is an
advanced and fully featured drawing
environment and provides a powerful
and flexible drawing tool for both beginners and advanced users.

High-quality output
Wide selection of high-quality character fonts
Excellent output support
High-quality, black-and-white and
gray-scale output

Compatibility with other$le formats
Users are increasing their requirements
for "connectivity," or the ability to use
files created in one package on a different package. An important feature of
Graphics Gallery is its ability to import
and export a variety of file formats. File
import and export save a tremendous
amount of time for users who may have
input data in a spreadsheet program,
written substantial amounts of text in a
word-processing package, or created
graphics in other graphics programs
and want to use these graphics in
Graphics Gallery's powerful drawing
environment.
Charting and Drawing Gallery
integration
Compatibility with Lotus 1-2-3 and
Symphony

.

Data import through DIF files
Desktop publishing integration
Import ASCII text files into Drawing
Gallery
CGM file conversion for import/
export of graphics
Save to encapsulated Postscript (EPS)
file format

.

Over 65 sophisticated chart types in
Charting Gallery

A full range of chart annotation and
editing features in Charting Gallery

.

A very wide range of editing, text,
color, and line drawing features in
Drawing Gallery

Graphics Gallery products - Gallery
Collection, Drawing Gallery, and
Charting Gallery - have had their
prices reduced to more competitive levels. The Graphics Gallery Collection,
in particular, is now very competitively
priced relative to other fully featured
presentation graphics packages.

Key new features for Version 3.0
In response to feedback from HP customers and sales representatives, we
have added many new features to the
Graphics Gallery family of products.
These new features make Graphics Gallery one of the most competitive packages, offering more features and power
than most competing products.

Charting Gallery
All chart types in one integrated
package

.

Deep and shallow 3D bar charts

.

3D pie charts
HLOC charts
100 percent Y-scale area charts

.

100 percent vertical and horizontal
stacked bar charts

Line, scatter, and XY charts available
with Log X scale, log lin Y scale, lin
log Y scale, dual log Y scale

.

Date labels

' Label selection
New layout feature
- Layout allows users to put several
charts on one page
- Six predefined formats for up to six
charts per page
- Customized horizontal and vertical
formats
- Layout editing features: Move,
StretchIShrink, EnlargeIReduce,
Copy, Delete, Match Size, Undo
- Import charts in GAL file format
- Automatic update of chart
components
- WYSIWYG placement of objects
- Palettes: black and white, gray
scale, ten color, and full color when
importing gallery pictures from
Drawing Gallery
Production charting - Charting
Gallery's Command File Interface lets
users automatically update and produce charts. Spreadsheet links can
also be developed to eliminate repetitive data entry and speed production
of regularly created charts and graphs.
Improved Charting Gallery interface
includes new 3D pie and bar charts as
shown in the following photographs.

Add and delete bullet features now
in text submenu
Align features (left, right, center)
now in text submenu
Smooth line - rounds angles in line
or shape and creates curves
Simplify line - reduces number of
curves in a line or shape
Reshape line - alter shape or line
with two or more segments
Break line - breaks line into two
lines or shape into two open shapes
Join line -joins

two lines together

Eight line widths

' Seven line styles
ASCII text file import

Both Charting and Drawing Gallery

g
'

and Drawing Gallery

Annual Expenaes
Trmlnlng

Charts and pictures can be converted
to Computer Graphics Metafile
(CGM) format for use with other
software programs, including mini
and mainframe computer packages.
Import CGM files from other
programs

H.8rarfh

800

.

rn

K

' Softkey to move between Charting

I

4w

0
gw

Cuarl*r 1

Quarbr 2

Ouarbr 3

Charts and pictures can be drawn to
Encapsulated Postscript file format
for use with Postscript printers

@uarlrf 4

Print part of a picture

Flscal ( e a r
Enlcr

Batch printing via the Command
File Interface

6

Slide shows using the Command File
Interface

Imnproved Clzurring Ga1le1:vinferface includ,ng new, 3 0 pie and bar

Drawing Gallery
Full color palette - 130 on-screen
colors (EGA)
Black-and-white pattern palette 8 patterns

' Black-and-white gray scale palette 8 gray scales
Backgrouiid fill - either color, pray
scale, or black-and-white pattern
Gradational color backgrou.nds (as
portfolio pictures)

Custom color palettes - selected
subset of available colors

Up to 130 colors on HP PaintJet
printer and other supported full
color output devices

Color, gray scale, and black-andwhite palettes applied to shapes,
lines, and text

Plotter Pen Shielding - prevents
drawing of hidden objects in back of
other objects

' Bring to front - puts one object

in

front of another

' Customized

grid size

' Custom text point

' Overnight 35mm slide service from
cwntinued on next page

size (set from 1

to 901)

' Skew text
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Graphics Gallery product family
Graphics Gallery is a complete family
of presentation graphics software
products for the HP Vectra PC, IBM
PCs, PS/2s, and compatibles.
Gallery Collection offers complete
presentation graphics package, combining Charting Gallery, Drawing Gallery, and the Basic and Business
Management clip-art portfolios. This
is the solution for all presentation
graphics needs, at a reduced price for
the combined software packages.
Charting Gallery has powerful graphics software for quick and easy creation of over 65 high-quality, custom
charts and graphs for presentations
and other purposes. Major features are
wide selection of line and bar charts,
pie charts, custom color and pattern
fill, many text options, data import,
file export, and production charting.
Drawing Gallery is a flexible and
sophisticated drawing package that can
be used to create illustrations, text
charts, logos, and many other types of
drawings or graphics. Drawing Gallery
is integrated with Charting Gallery to
allow for additional enhancement of
charts and graphs prepared in Charting Gallery. Major features include
130 on-screen colors, mouse interface,
27 on-screen fonts, line smoothing,
360 degree text and object rotation.
file import and export, and four levels
of zoom. Drawing Gallery also includes the Basic Portfolio, which is
one of five picture portfolios that
can be imported into and then edited
within Drawing Gallery.
Picture Porlfolios includes five picture
portfolios with a total of over 1,800
fully editable pictures that can be used
with Drawing and Charting Gallery to
enhance charts and illustrations.

Basic Portfolio (included with Drawing Gallery and the Collection) cannot be ordered separately

HP C H A N N E L S
February 1989

Business Management Portfolio (included with the Collection) - a set
of more than 300 commonly used
business pictures and illustrations
ChemicaliPetrochemical Portfolio a set of over 150 standard chemical
and petrochemical symbols
Office Activities Portfolio - more
than 280 pictures for the office end
user and administrative personnel
HP Draw Portfolio - over 800 general pictures and illustrations for a
wide variety of uses
Gallery FastTrak is an advanced user's
manual with tips for using advanced
Gallery features (available in Spring
1989).

Ordering information
Graphics Gallery 3.0 is not available
for the HP Touchscreen PC.

Product No.

Description
Drawing Gallery
Charting Gallery
Gallery Collection
Office Activities Portfolio
Business Management
Portfolio
ChemicalIPetrochemical
Portfolio
HP Draw Figures
Portfolio
Gallery FastTrak (available Spring 1989)

Note: The Classroortl Learning Packs for
Charling crnd Dravving Gallery are t ~ olonger
available.

Site License Products are also available. For more information, contact
your HP representative.

General

Graphics Gallery now
supports EPS, CGM,
1 and ASCII text file
formats
1 As a result of customer feedback, the
file compatibility features of Graphics
Gallery have been expanded to include
ASCII text import into Drawing Gallery, the ability to save Drawing and
Charting Gallery pictures in Encapsulated Postscript (EPS) format, and a
conversion utility to convert Gallery
picture (GAL) files to Computer
Graphics Metafile (CGM) files, and
vice versa.
These new features add substantially to
the user's ability to use Gallery pictures
with other software programs and to
import more types of files into Gallery
for editing and enhancement. The ability to interchange more files between
Gallery and other programs improves
Gallery's competitive position and increases user productivity.
Graphics Gallery Version 3.0 also maintains a tight integration with Lotus@
1-2-3@and Symphony@named graphs
and continues to support integration
with leading desktop publishing and
word-processing software programs and
DIF file data import.
The following picture, courtesy of
Genigraphics Corporation, shows import and export graphics using
Gallery's CGM file converter.

Encapsulated Postscript (EPS)
support
Charting and Drawing pictures can be
saved to industry-standard EPS file format for use with Postscript-compatible
software and printers.

ASCII text file import
ASCII text files can be imported
quickly and easily into Drawing Gallery using the file interface softkeys and
following the screen prompts. Drawing
Gallery lets you select a text size ant1
even indicate the page number of the
text you wish to import. You can also
choose whether to import the text as a
table, automatically retaining the tabular format of the original text. The irnported text may be edited or enhance:d
using all of Drawing Gallery's features.

colors, and more. Drawing Gallery
pictures can be imported into Charting Gallery's Layout environment.
Compatibility with Lotus 1-2-3 and
Syrrphony - Charting Gallery imports data files from Lotus 1-2-3 and
Symphony in DIF file format. A fast
way to bring in Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony graphs is to use Graphics
Gallery's ability to import named
graphs directly from these programs.
Users can bring in the entire specified
graph with the mouse and the file
interface.

Desktop publishing integration There is a major demand to combine
text and graphics in desktop publishing applications. Graphics Gallery
pictures can be saved in TIFF, PCX,
and EPS formats and included in
documents created in leading desktop
publishing software programs, such as
Aldus' PageMaker" and Xerox's Ventura Publisher. Word-processing applications are also beginning to
import graphics, and Graphics Gallery pictures can be used with Executive MemoMaker and WordPerfect.

DIF Data file import - Charting Gallery can import data from many
spreadsheet and database programs in
DIF format. There is no need for
users to reenter data. Simply import
the data and go right to chart
creation.

Graphics Gallery's ability to work with
files from many other software packages is a major competitive feature.
Users can get started fast with Graphics
Gallery and save time and money by
leveraging their existing data, text, and
graphics files.

CGM file conversion
Users want and need a way to use
graphics created on other graphics software systems with Graphics Gallery.
An important new feature for Graphics
Gallery is the ability to convert ANSI
standard Computer Graphics Metafile
format picture files to and from GAIA
file format. Now users can bring in pictures from many other graphics pack.ages, including some CAD and mini
and mainframe computer packages, that
save to CGM format. CGM file conversion also provides an important migration path, letting users migrate easily
from other software systems to Gallery
without the need to recreate their
graphics.

Graphics Gallery file import and export

/

Lotus and Symphony graphs

\
CGM p~cturef~les

TIF and PCX files
PdgeMaker
Ventura Publisher
Word processing

CAD
M~ncomputergraptrlcs

CGM plcture f~les

Malnlrame graphlcs
Other PC graphics

CAD

Graphics Gallery

Min~compulergraph~cs

3.0

Matnframe graphlcs
Other PC graphlcs

Encapsulated Postscript
Desktop publlshlng
EMM

PostScrlpt prlnlers

MS Word
WordPerfect

Other supported file formats a n d
integration

Desktop publ~sh~ng

HPGL files

AdvanceWrtte
Many others

\
PCL files

Graphics Gallery also continues to offer
the following integration features:
Charting and drawing - Charts created in Charting Gallery can be
moved to Drawing Gallery for further
enhancement with text, illustrations,
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General

1 Graphics Gallery

I Version 3.0: upgrade

products and policies
Software upgrades to Graphics Gallery
Version 3.0 are available to current
users of Versions 1.0 and 2.0 of the
Graphics Gallery family of products
for the HP Vectra PC and IBM
PCIXTIAT.
Users in the U.S. can upgrade by ordering the following products from
HP DIRECT. Send master disks and a
check, money order, purchase order,
or credit card number (American Express, Mastercard, or Visa) with expiration date to: HP DIRECT, P.O. Box
60008, Sunnyvale, California 94088.
Include local sales tax and product
number for each unit ordered. Users
outside the U.S. should contact their
local HP sales office for directions.

upgrades
1 Product
The following product upgrades are
only available directly from HP:

General

General

New Graphics Gallery Graphics Gallery:
3.0 literature available New overnight 35mm
slide service from
New literature is now available to help
MAGICorp
users learn about the new features of
Graphics Gallery Version 3.0 for the
HP Vectra PC and IBM PCIXTIAT,
PSl2, and compatibles.

I

Idit. No.

Description

5959-2551

Graphics Gallery data sheet specific information on Graphics Gallery product

5959-2552

Graphics Gallery flier

5959-2556

Graphics Gallery configuration
sheet - listing of supported
equipment configurations

5959-2558

Graphics Gallery demo disk,
5'h-inch media-self-running,
animated demo disk that
previews Graphic Gallery software product (U.S. version)*

5959-2559

Graphics Gallery demo disk,
3%-inch media - self-running.
animated demo disk that
previews Graphic Gallery software product (U.S. version)*

5954-9507

The Graphics Gallery Portfolio
Catalog (1988) - contains pictures of all Graphics Gallery
clip-art

Product No. Description

+Available in limited quantiries - can be
copied freely.
D1710-60001 Charting Gallery
D1711-60001 Gallery Collection

Users who purchased Version 2.0 of
Drawing Gallery, Charting Gallery, or
the Gallery Collection (standalone or
site license) after December 1, 1988,
receive a free upgrade to the corresponding new product. Proof of
purchase (a dated sales receipt or purchase order) is required and must be
sent to HP DIRECT with the upgrade
order.

H P CHANNELS
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Contact your HP sales rep for copies
of this literature.

1

Now send your Graphics Gallery Version 3.0 picture files to MAGICorp
and get professional-quality slides
overnight. (Overheads, prints, and
other media are also available.) Just
send in the MAGICorp coupon included in U.S. versions of Charting
Gallery, Drawing Gallery, and the
Gallery Collection, and you will receive free software and instructions to
send your files to MAGICorp by mail
or modem.
MAGICorp slide services will soon
be available to non-U.S. users of the
Graphics Gallery Version 3.0 product
family (U.S. version). Special instructions will be sent to these users after
the MAGICorp coupon is returned.
With U.S. prices starting at just $10
per slide, MAGICorp 35mm slides
are an economical and convenient way
for you to give the highest-quality
presentations.
For further information on MAGICorp's slide services, contact your
HP representative to get a copy
of MAGICorp's brochure, PIN
5958-9668.

Price decrease for
HP Portable
Vectra CS PC
The U.S. list price of the Portable
Vectra CS PC (Model 10, dual flexible
disk drive, and Model 20, 20-Mbyte
hard disk drive) decreased on January
1, 1989. The HP Portable Vectra CS
PC is a part of HP's growing line of
industry-standard personal computers.
The HP Portable Vectra CS PC includes a 7.16-MHz CMOS processor
that is co~npatiblewith the Intel 8,086.
Both Models 10 and 20 include 640
Kbytes of RAM, RGB display and
parallel ports, four 110 slots, a keyboard, supertwist LCD display, battery
module and recharger, and the HP'
Terminal Program and system
documentation.

I

Product No. Description
DlWlA

Desktop

Changes to 80386 P%
memory upgrade kit
product structure
Available beginning January 1, 1989,
are two new memory upgrade kits for
HP's 80386 PC products:
D1542A, 4-Mbyte memory upgrade
kit, 100 ns with four 1-Mbyte memory modules

Product No. Accessories
For rhe HP Vectru RS/25C PC

The following table summarizes the
memory upgrades available and supported for the 80386-based HP Vectra
PCs :

/

Memory
upgrade

RSi25C RS!ZOC

RSIZO

MI16

QSI16

I-Mbytr

DIMOA

D1540A

DIMOA

D1540A

D154OA

DIW2A

D1542A

DlM2A

D1542A

Dl342

D1640A

I-Mbyte memory upgrade kit,
80 ns

D1642Ai

4-Mbyte memory upgrade kit,
80 ns

For the HP Vecrra RS/20C PC

I

D1540A

I-Mbyte memory upgrade kit,
100 ns

D1542A*

4-Mbyte memory upgrade kit,
100 ns

mernop

*New on HP Price List

upgrade
4~Mbyts
memury

upgrade

Memory upgrade path for the
H P Vectra RS/20C and RS/25C PCs

1

Model 10 dual flexible disk
drive
Model 20 20-Mb!:le hard disk
drive

In addition, the prices of the D1640A,
1-Mbyte, 80-ns DRAM product and
the new D1642A, 4-Mbyte product reflect a decrease in memory price of
$200 (U.S. list) per megabyte.

The two new 4-Mbyte memory upgrade kits replace the 8-Mbyte memory upgrade kits (D1541A and D1641A)
currently offered. These 8-Mbyte kits
were obsoleted on J a n u a v 1, 1989.
Users who require 8 Mbytes of additional memory should order two
4-Mbyte memory upgrade kits instead
of one 8-Mbyte upgrade kit.

Ponable

I

The memory upgrade path for the new
RS PCs has been designed to better
match users' memory requirements
and simplify upgrade paths.
An analysis of user orders for HP
80386-based systems has shown that
most users today are purchasing only
1 or 2 Mbytes of memory. To better
meet their needs, the new PCs are
configured with either 1 Mbyte of
memory (four memory modules of
256 Kbytes each) or 4 Mbytes of
memory (four memory modules of 1
Mbyte each). The 1-Mbyte systems
can easily be upgraded to 2-, 4-, or
8-Mbyte systems, and the 4-Mbyte
systems can be upgraded to 8-, lo-, or
16-Mbyte systems, as shown here:

Also in this issue
Introducing Cooperative
Services/XL
Partners in productivity Graphics Gallery 3.0 and
H P Sketchpro graphics
tablet
OpenView Windows: the
key to HP's multivendor
network management

2

14

19

This memory strategy will improve
product availability and provide more
flexible memory upgrade possibilities.

D1642A, 4-Mbyte memory upgrade
kit, 80 ns with four 1-Mbyte memory modules
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General

Partners in
productivityGraphics Gallery 3.0
and the HP SketchPro
graphics tablet

Introducing new removable Winchester disk
drives

Now users can team up the convenience
of the HP SketchPro graphics tablet
with the power and flexibility of Graphics Gallery 3.0. Graphics Gallery 3.0 is
supported on the HP 150/Touchscreen,
IBM PSl2, and VectraIIBM-compatible
PCs. Graphics Gallery 3.0 comes with
everything needed to use the HP
SketchPro in true tablet mode: a tablet
driver file and set-up instructions.
Why do interactive graphics users prefer a tablet to a mouse? In interactive
applications, a tablet is 3.5 times faster
at positioning the cursor. A tablet is
easier to operate than a mouse and
designed to substantially reduce arm
fatigue. Users who trace their drawings
simply can't do it with a mouse. And
for applications where accuracy is
important, the HP SketchPro has 5
times the resolution of a mouse.
In a nutshell, convenience, precision,
and speed make the HP SketchPro
graphics tablet the smart choice for
today's graphics users. And the HP
SketchPro graphics tablet is an ideal fit
for users who run multiple applications
on the same computer. With the touch
of a softkey, desktop publishing and
business graphics professionals can
switch from tablet to Microsoft Mouse
mode-and back again. Team up an HP
SketchPro graphics tablet with Graphics Gallery 3.0 for powerful partners
in productivity.
For HP SketchPro graphics tablet
specifications, refer to the HP SketchPro tablet data sheet (PIN 5954-8839).
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Hewlett-Packard introduces the HP
926XB removable Winchester disk
drvies. These random-access, datastorage devices are designed for use
with small- and medium-sized computer systems where removable mass
storage is a requirement.
This product is targeted at those users
whose office or engineering environments necessitate locking up media that
contain sensitive information or who
require discreet data storage for
individual programs or users.
Those already familiar with the
HP 796XB disk drives should recognize
the same hallmark performance in the
HP 926XBs and welcome the added
advantages removability provides.

The new HP 5 %-inchWinchester-based
disk drives contain a power supply,
one removable disk mechanism, and
another available slot designed for an
additional removable disk mechanism.
The products are designed for reliability, ease of support, and long life. The
user-friendly package includes such
features as key locks, automatic powerdown, durable connectors, and installationlremoval controls - all of these
guard against data loss and damage to
the drive.

I

Product No.

Description

--

152-Mbyte removable disk:
drive
Opt. ROI

I
(

Voltage selector ,witch sel for
240 V operatton for non-1J.S.
shipment

Opt. W0.3

90-day warranty conversicm

Opt. DO3

1

I

I

152-Mbyte remol/able disk. kit
Delete installation hardware:
user receives removable d ~ s k
drive and translt case onlj

Opt. ROI

Media retention: allows user
to retain media upon failure
of disk drive

Opt. W03

90-day warranty conversicln

U263B
Opt. R01

I

Media retention: allows u:ser
to retain media upon failure
of disk drive

Opt. 015

97902B

304-Mbyte removable disk;
drive
Media retention; allows user
to retain media upon failure
of disk drive

Opt. 015

Voltage selector !,wttch set for
240 V operation for non-IJ.S.
shipment

Opt. W03

90-day warranty conversicn

Vn03B
Opt. DO3

I

Mass Storage

Ordering information

Best ever trade-in deals for the HP 9144A
In November 1988, Hewlett-Packard
(
shipped its 100,000th %-inch cartridge
tape drive. Sales of these products have
strongly increased over the past six
vears, with the largest number of shipLents taking place in 1988. ~emand'for
this solid technology is greater than
ever before.

Trade-in

Purchase

H P 9144A

HP9145A

H P 9144A

H P 36401A

Trade in an HP 9144A and receive the
following return credits against the purchase ofan HP 9145A or H P 35401A.

1

1

H P 914%

-

As applications grow, computer systems
need more disk capacity, and as a result. a more powerful backup solution.
The HP 9145A and HP 35401A have
been designed to meet these needs. We
are, therefore, offering users the best
ever trade-in deals for the HP 9144A.

Order

H P 9144AN
Opt. 002
H P 35401A
H P 9144AN
Opt. 001

This trade-in program will be revised
on October 31, 1989.
For further details about these
products, contact your HP representative to get a copy of the HP 9144Ai
HP 9145AlHP 35401A datasheet (PIN
5954-1959).

1

Trade-in deals

304-Mbyte removable disk.
kit
Delete installation hardware;
user receives ren~ovabled ~ s k
drive and transit case only

Faster transfer rate
Greater cartridge capacity

I

1

Opt. R01

Media retention; allows user
to retain media upon failure
of disk drive

Opt. W03

90-day warranty ;onversion

84766B

I

Transit case (for additional
cases only): each disk drive
and disk kit is shipped in its
own transit case

Contact your H P representative for
more information.

1

Muss Storage

I

t

High capaclly
Unattended backup

I

8

Trade-in
Credits

I 7.

The HP 9145A and HP 35401A are
supported on HP commercial and
technical systems.
For further details, contact your
local HP sales office.

New lower prices for
HP midrange disks
Effective February 1, 1989, the ~ r i a : ~
of HP's midrange (5 %-inch) disk drives
will be lowered (HP 7957B1573,
79558B158S, 7959B159S, 7962B,
7963B, 97962B, 97963B). Now users
can purchase a reliable, compact
5 %-inch product for less.
For more information, please call your
HP representative.
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HP 9000 Series 800
now supports

New HP 2335A X.25
Multiplexer

With Release 3.0 of HP-UX on the HP
9000 Series 800, the HP 7980XC data
compression tape drive is fully supported. The ability to enable and disable the data compression feature on the
tape drive is now selectable by the host
computer.
The HP 7980XC provides 160016250
capability as well as the 6250XC compression format. On the Series 800,
data is typically compressed by a factor
of 2.5 to 1, but may be higher depending on the amount of repetition in the
data strings. Higher compression means
shorter backup time.
Unlike data compression software that
uses valuable CPU time, all data compression and decompression activity
takes place within the tape drive
hardware.
Contact your HP representative for
more information.

on the same network. The remote
computer must support standard X.25
and X.29 PAD protocols.
Statistical multiplexer-Two
HP 2335As can be connected back to
back via a leased line or an X.25 network. The statistical multiplexer provides a transparent connection to any
remote computer for its attached
terminals.
For any information regarding pricing
and how to change an HP 2334A order
into HP 2335A, please contact your HP
representative.

Keep talking to. . .
your remote computers

The HP 2335A is a completely new
product that improves the user's
companywide solution. This product
enables the user to attach terminals,
PCs, or printers to a public packet
switching network (PSN) or directly to
a remote computer via a leased line.
The HP 2335A is also integrated in the
HP Private Packet Network (PPN) network management. The HP 2335A can
be used to connect from 4 to 16 remote
terminals or printers to one or more
central HP or non-HP computers.
The HP 2335A replaces the HP 2334A
Plus. It is fully compatible with the
HP 2334A, which has an installed base
of over 10,000 units. This new product
has been completely redesigned, providing hardware reliability improvements of 66 percent, yet a four-port
HP 2335A costs about 23 percent less
than the current four-port HP 2334A.
The HP 2335A is one of the few products on the market that can be used as
an X.25 PAD or statistical multiplexer
without any additional cost to the customer. This product has the following
two capabilities:

X.25 PAD-The X.25 PAD is connected to an X.25 network. All
devices connected to the HP 2335A
can communicate with any computer

Networks

HP 2335A user
benefis

When customers buy an HP 2335A,
they do not buy just a product, but an
improved solution that includes the
following:
A price decrease compared to the
HP 2334A Plus.
-

The HP 2335A is between 10 and
23 percent less expensive than a
similarly configured HP 2334A.
The monthly support price is cut by
at least 10 percent.

New promotion programs available
for the next six months (details in
next section).
Long-term satisfaction
-

The HP 2335A will be supported
into the 21st century.

-

The H P 2335A solution has been
fully tested, over 250 hours, wirh
printers. terminals. PCs and
computers.

- The HP 2335A is fully integrated in

the HP PPN network c o ~ ~ t r prool
cessor, which manages your cornplete transport network as well as
your X.25 multiplexer. This means
that any HP 2335A you buy today
can be integrated, at no extra cost,
in the HP PPN you buy tomorrow.
In sum, promotions available in the
next six months. and long-term satisfaction will provide users with ;In attractive cost-of-ownership solution.

High network availability
The HP 2335A is one of the top products on the market for reliability. The
HP 2335A has an MTBF (mean time
between failure) 66 percent better than
the HP 2334A Plus. The HP 2335A is a
single-board product using state-of-theart components. 'The manufacturing
process is "surface mount," which
means more components in less space.
The firmware remains the same as the
HP 2334A to ensure complete compatibility with the installed base of over
10.000 units.
HP's on-going commitment to excel-.
lence in networking is evident with the
HP 2335A. To increase user statisfaction, NetAssure, Netstartup, and
NetInstall are all available for the
H P 2335A.

Two HP 2335As for three months
The first offer is risk free and is aimed
at new customers who want to test the
HP 2335A. HP will provide one or two
units on demo/consignment for your
customers. (In some countries, demo/
assignment policy requires that the
units are funded by the H P field during
test periods).
Offer objective is to increase sales in
new accounts
Customer commitment is to test two
HP 2335As free of charge for three
months
Procedure is to order type I1 ID 20
(international) and C1 80 (U.S.)

' Conditions include a maximum of
two units per customer; customer will
test for a maximum of three months;
the customer will provide us with a
report on his test
Offer period is January through June
1989

One HP 2335A free
This promotion is oriented towards
large prospects and customers for direct
HP sales force and VABs. They may
fall into one of three main categories:
HP PPN customers, H P 3000lXL customers, and large non-HP customers.
Promotion objective is to be competitive on big deals

' Customer commitment is to order 10
HP 2335As with 16 ports each and
pay for 9 HP 2335As
Procedure is to order 10 HP 2335As
with 40 Options 123; enter M05 =
CPL price (HP 2335A four
Options 123)

+

The HP 2335A builds on the succesr. of
the large HP 2334A installed base by
providing new benefits and program:;
for the user. HP 2335A is a key product
that is sold through the H P sales force
as well as through value-added businesses (VAB). These programs have the
following two aims: to win new customers and to improve our pclsition
with existing customers.

Conditions include ordering 10
HP 2335As and 40 Options 123;
delivery date is in 1989; one order
date

' Promotion period is January through
June 1989

Networks

NRC'S FUSION
Network software
available on HP 9000
Series 200/300 Pascal
workstations
Network Research Corporation (NRC)
announces the availability of FUSION
Network Software TCP/IP for H P 9000
Series 200 and 300 workstations under
the Pascal Language System. This product provides users of these HP systems
with TCPIIP multivendor networking
compatibility for the first time.
With FUSION Network Software, HP
Pascal workstation users will be able to
connect to HP 9000 HP-UX systems,
Digital VAXIVMS and ULTRIX systems, IBM PCs and compatibles, plus
access to many different computers that
support the TCPIIP protocols over an
Ethernet network.
The new product features file transfer
using FTP (File Transfer Protocol) and
virtual terminal (TELNET) applications that are executed from the Pascal
menu-driven interface. Network Research Corporation is bundling network
management utilities to test and monitor the nodes on the network plus a
programmatic socket library interface
that can be used to develop network applications and perform interprocess
communications. The software requires
the HP Ethernet adapter (standard on
some Series 300 products or through
the 98643A LAN1300 link) and minimum memory of % Mbyte RAM.
FUSION on the HP Pascal workstations
is the result of a marketing agreement
made between NRC and HP. The
FUSION software packages are sold
and supported by NRC and is an HP
listed product.
continued on next page
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NRC is also working on FUSION Network Software of HP BASIC Language
Systems. This product is scheduled for
release during the second quarter in
1989.
For more information, contact Network
Research Corporation, 2380 North
Rose Avenue, Oxnard, California
93030, 805-485-2700 or 800-541-9508
(toll-free in the U.S., except California).

Networks

NS for the VAX
revised to support
VMS 5.0
Network Services For The DEC VAX
Computer (PIN 50950A) is an HP
product that provides connectivity between HP computer platforms and the
VAX family from Digital Equipment
Corporation. A new revision of this
product recently began shipping, a revision that supports the latest major revision of DEC's proprietary operating
system - VMS Version 5.0. Existing
NSIVAX customers on support services
should receive the Version 2.1 update
automatically.
The new version adds support for symmetrical multiprocessing on those DEC
systems that support this capability.
Version 2.1 also documents how to use
the Network File Transfer function
(NFT) to implement a limited processto-process communication capability.
The ability to support earlier versions
of VMS has also been retained.
The product should work with any
VAXIVMS system, and the data sheet
has been revised to show all the DEC
EthernetIIEEE 802.3 controllers that
have been tested. NS/VAX provides
Network File Transfer capabilities between DEC equipment and all H P computer platforms. TELNET capability is
supported on HP 9000 systems (Series
300, 500, and 800) and HP 1000 sys-

tems. TELNET to the TS8 terminal
server should also work and we are in
the process of testing that connection.
In addition, NSIVAX is a gateway product, meaning that only one copy needs
to be installed in a DECnet network for
connectivity to be established between
all the DEC equipment and all the HP
equipment. NSIVAX can coexist with
DECnet software and can share the
same Ethernet controller.
Users who require basic connectivity
Digital computers may find it worth
their time to take another look at NS
For The DEC VAX Computer (PIN
50950A). Contact your HP representative for more information.

HP announces
OS/2 LAN Manager
offerings
On January 23, HP announced LAN
Manager for OS12, a significant addition to the OfficeShare family of networking software. This new networking
software will provide PC users further
capabilities to share applications and
resources across MS-DOSB, MS-OS/2,
and UNIXB operating systems and
multivendor-network environments.
This article summarizes that announcement, which began appearing in the
press on January 23.
The new software is based on Microsoft
Corporation's industry-accepted MSOS12 LAN Manager software, which
provides DOS and OS/2 PC users a
powerful means of sharing files, applications, peripherals, and network devices located on OS12 servers on a
LAN. The HP LAN Manager for OS/2
software can be fully integrated with
HP LAN Manager for UNIX (LAN
ManagerIX) software, a product based
on joint development work by HP and
Microsoft to provide MS-OS/2 LAN
Manager capabilities in the UNIX
environment.

LAN Manager capabilities
Using Microsoft LAN Manager technology, the new software provides high
performance, broad print services,
enhanced interprocess communications,
device sharing, advanced security,
integrated administration services, and
ease of use. The software also supports
open application-programmatic interfaces (API), which aid in the development of distributed applications.
The LAN Manager server software will
run on a PC server running the OS12
operating system. From a DOS-based
PC or an OSl2-based PC, users can
take advantage of the high-performance
network capabilities of LAN Manager
software. Additionally, users can access
existing OfficeShare Business System
Plus servers.
TCPIIP and ARPA services support
The new software includes support for
the widely used transmission control
protocollinternet protocol (TCPIIP)
and ARPA network services (FTP and
Telnet). This ensbles PC users to access
application programs and resources on
office, engineering, and manufacturing
computers using TCP/IP and ARPA
services, such as HP and DEC VAX
computer systems. PC users can now
take advantage of LAN Manager capabilities across the most widely used
networking connections.
H P LAN Manager family distributed applications, scalable
servers
The new LAN Manager software joins
the previously announced HP LAN
ManagerIX software for UNIX systembased HP 9000 computer servers. Together, the H P LAN Manager products
allow developers to build integrated
OS/2 and UNIX applications, and provide users a scalable growth path from
low-end to high-end LAN servers. Because HP LAN Manager for OS12 and
HP LAN ManagerIX server software
incorporate common LAN Manager
APIs, developers can build distributed
applications that tap the power of

OS12 and UNIX operating systems.
Developers can use the LAN Manager
APIs td develop customized applications or to access the many other available applications that use M,S LAN
Manager APIs.

1

map by the color of the symbol representing that node in the network map.
Openvim Windows Developer S
Kit - This product's target audience
is third-party network and network
management vendors. Using OpenView code templates and libraries,
third parties can develop applications
to manage their devices. For end
users, all these applications will have
a consistent user interface and be
able to use just one network map.

Compatibility with today's systems
HP's LAN Manager for OS12 is the
next generation of today's OfficeShare
products and is completely backwards
compatible with existing products. Jlou
may continue to purchase today's HI3
OfficeShare products with confidenl:e;
the new product will work in existing
OfficeShare and Business System Plus
environments, and low-cost upgrades
will be available for users who want to
take advantage of the enhanced functionality of HP LAN Manager on O,S/2.

Nemorkr

OpenView Windows:
the key to HP's
multivendor network
management -With the announcement and release
of OpenView Windows, H P enters
the multivendor network management
arena. OpenView Windows is an ea:,yto-use user interface for network
management applications. The following two OpenView Windows producls
are available today:
OpenVi~vWindows (run-time or
end-user product) - This product's
target audience is network managers.
OpenView Window's provides users
with a graphics editor for drawing
a map to represent their networks.
Users can buy OpenView applications
that allow them to monitor and diagnose problems on the network using
the map and OpenView Windows
user interface. The status of a node
on the network is reflected on the

Consistent look and feel among all
applications - Code templates and
guidelines for developers ensure that
the user interface remains consistent
from application to application.
Adherence to OSI standards OpenView is designed around the
principles of OSI network management. This standards-based approach
gives users maximum flexibility and
choice by ensuring interoperability
among the management systems
from multiple vendors.

OpenView Windows runs on an HP
Vectra PC and is based on Microsoft@
Windows. OpenView Windows product
provides end users with the following
features:

Contact your H P representative for
more information.

1

On-line help - Users can view help
information about a specific topic
either from the current operation
(context sensitive) or from an index
of topics.

Graphical network map - Easily
recognizable symbol shapes grouped
by types (subnets, computers, and
components). Within the shape, each
type is more clearly distinguished
by a representation of the particular
type of computer or component. Also,
meaningful colors represent symbol
status. For example, red represents
a critical state. Finally, users can see
status reflected for all OpenView
applications on the same map.

The OpenView Windows Developer's
Kit provides developers with the
following features:
Graphics - The management capability of a graphical network map is
available through a handful of simple
intrinsics. This means that the developer doesn't have to define the
user interface needed to draw a
map and report status to that map.
Unrestricted functionality - OpenView imposes no limitations on the
functionality developers can provide
their end users. OpenView Windows
contains a number of fundamental
functions. Developers can build on
that foundation by adding functions
specific to the application.

Simple map navigation capabilities To move from one portion of a map
that might represent one subnetwork
to another subnetwork requires no
more than a simple mouse movement.
Users don't need to learn a complex
set of instructions to find any portion
of their network on the map.

Support of current protocols OpenView lets network managers
manage their systems or devices
using whichever protocols they wish.
If a network object can communicate
with an HP Vectra PC (PCIAT compatible), it can be managed by an
OpenView application.

Easy-to-use pull-down menus Eliminate the need to learn complex
command syntax. Menu availability
is based on the symbol selected.
Alarm reporting - To note status
changes, users simply view the color
of the symbol changing on the map.
For example, a node symbol changing
from green to red easily alerts the
network manager that that node has
gone into a critical state. Additionally,
a message will be displayed on the
screen. That message will remain
until the user acknowledges it.

Platform coexistence - Because
OpenView brings together network
management tools from many vendors, users no longer need to buy
a separate console for each network

I
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management product. The express
aim of OpenView is to provide seamless integration of network management tools from all vendors.

.

OSI-based approach - OpenView
is designed around the principles
of OSI network management. This
standards-based approach gives users
maximum flexibility and choice by
ensuring interoperability among the
management systems from multiple
vendors.

24541B, RS-232-CI422 dual serial
interface
- 24542M, 3-meter HP Vectra PC
to modem cable
-

OpenView Windows and Windows DeveIoper's Kit ordering information

I

Required hardware

D1340A
D1180A
D1182A

Open View Windows (PIN 32048A)
contains the software on a floppy disk
and a user's guide and on-line tutorial
on two floppy disks. The developer's
kit (PIN 32049A) contains code
libraries and templates on floppy disks,
programmer's reference and guide as
well as a manual writer's style guide.

46060A
2225C

Communication hardware
and software
ThinLAN connection
- 509DF, ThinLAN HP Vectra PC
link
- 50929F, LAN PC user
configuration and diagnostics
- 92227D, 8-meter ThinLAN cable

.

StarLAN connection
- 50926F, StarLAN HP Vectra PC
link
- 50929F, LAN PC user
configuration and diagnostics

StarLAN 10 connection
- 50926F, StarLAN HP Vectra PC
link
- 50929F, LAN PC user
configuration and diagnostics

.

Serial connection
- 50928F, Serial link software for
HP Vectra PC
- 50930F, Serial user configuration
and diagnostics
HP CHANNELS
February 1989
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1(
)

24542M
24542D

HP Vectra ESl12 PC Model 40*
Video Graphics Adapter EGA supported
13-inch VGA Color Display EGA
display supported
HP Mouse
HP ThinkJet printer
3-meter HP Vectra PC to modem cable
(for connecting to HP systems)

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

Centronics printer cable

X

2 Mbytes expanded memory
M s B - D o s 3.2 or later
Microsoft Windows 2.0 or later

x

x

X

X

*Other HP Vectra ES or RS PC models are also supported. Model 40 includes 5%-inch j7oppy
40-Mybte hard disk, and serial@arallel card.
**For end users, the expanded memory requirement depends on the OpenView application
being used.

Plotters

Electrostatic plotter, pen plotter, or both?
Understanding the basics of electrostatic plotting is the first step toward
making the best choice of plotting
devices. HP's new product note, "Electrostatic Plotter, Pen Plotter, or Both?
(How to Make the Right Choice for
You)" (PIN 5959-2565), presents
an overview of electrostatic technology, applications, and operational
considerations.

I

I1

**

Required sofrware

1 45951B
1 45954B

I

1
I

Recommended hardware

Opt. 001

)

OpenView
Windows
Windows
Developer's Kit
(PIN 32048A) (PIN 32049A)

Product No. Descriotion

Product structure

The following products are required
only for the OpenView Windows (end
user) product. Users should order
the appropriate hardware and software
depending on the type of connections
they have.

If you have any questions regarding OpenView, contact your HP
representative.

Written for the prospective user, this
product note explains and compares the
differences between electrostatic and
pen plotting. A comparison chart is included to help buyers decide which
type of device(s) will best meet their
needs. Contact your HP representative
to order a copy of this product note
(PIN 5959-2565).

i
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Pr;tlf~rs

HP LaserJet printer
family Type Director
and scalable typefaces

HP LaserJet printer's new font cartridge: the
Pro Collection
A new, exciting addition to the HP
LaserJet printer font product line is the
ProCollection font cartridge (PIN
92286PC). The ProCollection font c,lrtridge will be on the February 1
HP Price List and is designed for
ASCII symbol set applications.
The ProCollection font cartridge
features include:

' Compatibility with all HP LaserJet
family printers, including the original
HP LaserJet Classic printer

' Access to 65 fonts for generalpurpose word processing and spreadsheet applications

' Lineprinter, Courier, Prestige Elite,
Letter Gothic, TmsRmn, and Helv
typefaces (in regular, bold, and italic)

' Legal symbol set support with the
TmsRmn and Helv typefaces, expanding the publishing capabilities of the
legal market

' Letter Gothic in 3.6 point (27.27
characters per inch) and 6 point (18.75
characters per inch) for publishing
dense, complex spreadsheets on a
single page
Except for the TmsRmn and Helv
fonts (portrait only), the fonts are
offered in both portrait and landscape
orientations.
This convenient, versatile font product
will rapidly become the most popular
HP LaserJet printer font cartridge, supplying font needs for a major portion of
HP LaserJet printer users.
Many popular software packages, such
as WordPerfectB and MicroSoftB Word,
will have drivers for this cartridge at
introduction. For more information on
specific package support, users should
contact the software manufacturer.
For more information about the
ProCollection, contact your HP
-epresentative.

Literature

I

Lit. No.

Title

Descriotion

5956-4268

Supplies and Accessories for
HP LaserJet Printers

includes information on supplies. accesso-ies, fonts, memory boards, and miscellane!,us accessories for HP LaserJet printers

5951-6915

HP ProCollection Font Cartridge
Data Sheet

Technical data sheet

WordPerfecrm is a regisrered trademurk
WordPerfecr Corporarion.

of

Micrnsofim Word is a re~isreredrraderrlurk of

1

Now users can have a complete range
of font sizes at their fingertips - all on
their personal computer's hard disk.
Imagine the typeface designs that can
be scaled up or down to create fonts
ranging in size from tiny footnotes to
massive headlines.
On February 1, 1989, Hewlett-Packard
introduced the Type Director font
management program, an MS-DOSB
software application, and three scalable
typeface products for the HP LaserJet
printer family.

Type Director Font Management
Program
The Type Director program utilizes a
font-scaling technology licensed by
Hewlett-Packard from Compugraphic
Corporation, an international leader in
manufacturing typesetting equipment.
With the Type Director font management program, users can do the
following:
Create fonts in sizes from 4 to 200
points (in .5 point increments) from
the scalable typefaces
Create matching screen fonts for
WYSIWYG applications

' Minimize memory (printer and PC)
requirements by creating fonts of
reduced symbol sets

' Receive a soft font manager and
downloading utility
Install screen fonts into applications
such as Aldus PageMaker,
MicrosoftB Windows, and Xerox
Ventura Publisher

' Create font metrics files for applications such as Microsoft Word and
additional applications as support becomes available.
cotltinued on next puge
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Using the n p e Director program, any
brand of soft font compatible with the
HP LaserJet printer is supported
(except for scaling or rotating).

Ordering information
Description

Product No.

Disk media

Contents

Type Director

C2051A Opt. ABA

5%-inch (360 Kbytes)
and 3%-inch (720 Kbytes)

French, German, Italian, and Spanish
versions of the Type Director program
will be available in Spring 1989.

Type Director
CG Times
Univers Bold

CG Times

C2050A Opt. DO1

5 % - and 3%-inch

CG Times
CG Times Bold
CG Times Italic
CG Times Bold Italic

Scalable typefaces

Univers 1

C2050A Opt. DO2

5 % - and 3%-inch

Decorative 1

C2050A Opt. DO3

5 % - and 3%-inch

Univers
Univers Bold
Univers Italic
Univers Bold Italic
Brush
Dom Casual
Park Avenue
Uncial

Premier
Collection

C2054A Opt. ABA
C2052A Opt. ABA

5IA-inch only
3 %-inch only

The CG Times, Univers 1, and Decorative 1 typeface products are licensed by
HP from Compugraphic Corporation.
Compugraphic Corporation has the
largest installed base of typesetters in
the world, and over 1,700 typeface designs in their typeface library.
The scalable typefaces can be used
to create both printer fonts and
WYSIWYG screen fonts. Each scalable
typeface contains a master symbol set
of over 500 characters, enabling the
user to create most symbol sets used in
PC applications, including HP, IBM,
Adobe, Microsoft, and Ventura symbol
sets. The extensive set of characters
also include math and scientific (Greek)
symbol sets.

Literature

I

Lit. No.

Title

Descriotion

5956-4268 Supplies and Accessories for
HP LaserJet Printers

5951-6914

Premier Collection
Scalable Typeface
Products

Premier collection
To introduce users to this new typeface
scaling capability, Premier Collection
(an introductory product containing the
Type Director program and the CG
Times, Univers 1, and Decorative 1
typeface products) is being offered for
substantially lower than full value.
For more information contact your
HP representative.

Qpe Direcror ir a trademark of Compugrapl~ic
Corporarion.
CG Times, Dom Ca.rua1, Brush, Uncial, and
Park Avenue are products of Compugraphic
Corporarion.
Univer.7 ;is a registered trademark of Linotype AG
or its subsidiaries.
Ventura Publisher is a registered trademurk of
Ventura Sofrware Inc.
Microsofr Windows, Microsofr Word, and
MS-DOS are registered trademark! ~f Microsofr
Corporation.
PageMaker is a registered rrademark
Corporation.
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Type Director
CG Times typefaces
Univers 1 typefaces
Decorative 1 typefaces

of Aldus

Includes information on supplies,
accessories, fonts, memory boards and
miscellaneous accessories for LaserJet
printers
Technical data sheet
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Scanners

HP ScanJet Plus: a price perfomance
breakthrough -On January 19, Hewlett-Packard announced a new, 8-bit grayscale, flatbed
scanner, the HP Scanlet Plus scanner,
Model HP 9195A. The HP ScanJet Plus
scanner is designed to meet the highquality image and text recognition
needs of today's scanner market - in
performance, price, and ease of use.
Users need the high-quality output of
an %bit scanner, but the cost of %bit,
flatbed scanners has been prohibitive ranging from $3,000 to $6,000 (U.S.
list). The HP ScanJet Plus scanner
offers users high-quality image reproduction at a new price point. (The HP
ScanJet Plus scanner is only about $100
more than the HP 9190A Sca~tTetscanner. a 4-bit model.)
The HP ScanJet Plus scanner offers
users the highest quality reproduction
of photographs by providing 256 1evt:ls
of gray information. A wide range 01'
contrast and intensity controls allow
users to sharpen or soften images and
compensate for light or dark images.
Output resolution, variable from 12 to
1,500 dots per inch (dpi) and selectable
in one-dot increments, meets the highresolution capabilities of laser printers
and phototypesetters. And even with
this nearly endless variety of controls
and effects, the HP ScanJet Plus scanner doesn't intimidate the user. There's
flexibility and control for the experienced user, combined with simplicity of
operation for the novice or occasional
user.

Plus software continues this standard.
A new Live Preview feature saves rescanning time by showing users changes
made on a scanned image as they are
being made. Changes in size, halftone
patterns, contrast, or intensity are
immediately displayed on the screen.
The HP ScanJet Plus scanner connects
to the HP Vectra PC and IBM PC and
compatibles, IBM PSI2 systems, and
with the Macintosh Plus, SE, and 11.
The HP ScanJet Plus scanner provides
high-quality reproductions of photographs, line art, or illustrations that
users can incorporate into desktop publishing and sophisticated word processing packages. In addition to final
documents, users can also use the
HP ScanJet Plus scanner to develop
proofs for professionally printed
Literature.
We're extremely pleased with the success of the HP ScanJet scanner.
Reviewers have consiste~tlyranked it
best for image quality and value.
Infoworld magazine, in separate testings, recently rated it the best scanner
for both the PC and the Macintosh. The
new HP ScanJet Plus scanner, with
improved image quality at a very mod:st price, will continue this success.

Ordering information
Product No.

Description

HP 9195A

HP ScanJet Plus desktop
scanner
HP ScanJet Plus PC Interface
Kit
HP ScanJet Plus Interface Kit
for the Macintosh

HP 88295A

We designed Scanning Gallery Plus
software for PCs and compatibles with
ease of use and intuitive operation as a
primary goal. Screen text guides users
through each scanning step and on-line
help screens provide fast, convenient
assistance.

HP 88395A
H P 88495A

HP ScanJet Plus Interface Kit
for IBM PSI2 Models
50160180

HP 88293B

HP ScanJet Plus PSI2
Model 30 Accessory Kit
Automatic Document Feeder

HP 88195A

Desk Gallery set the standard for ease
of use when we introduced the desk
accessory concept with the Interface Kit
for the Macintosh. The Desk Gallery

HP 88400A
H P 88401A

Copies of the following literature may
be obtained from your HP representative.

Lit. No.

Title

5959-2441

HP ScanJet Plus software
guide

Supplies

HP DIRECT order phone numbers
-

HP DIRECT Fast Phones-the easy, direct
for
users to order supplies, accessories, media, furniture,
and software from HP DIRECT.
Location
Australia

Austria
BelgiumlLuxembourg
Canada
Toronto Local
Denmark
Finland
France
Greece
Italy
Japan

Telephone Number
(03) 895-2645
(03) 895-2615
(03) 895-2815
(03) 895-2861
(03) 895-2619
(800) 339-861 (toll-free)
(0222) 2500-61416151616
(02) 761 31 11
800-387-3 154
4 16-67 1-8383
(043) 01 640
(90) 887 2361
(1) 69 86 17 25
(01) 672 6090
(02) 9236 9702

Osaka
Sagamihara
Middle EaslIAfrica,
Geneva
Nonvay
South Africa
Johannesburg
Cape Town
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
The Netherlands
United Kingdom
United States
West Germany

ReadRightTM
OCR Software
ReadRight InternationalTw
OCR Software*

'Not available in the U.S.
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Sofhare Packages Available
and Wanted
If you have a software package available for crosslicensing, or are looking for a package to cross license,
this section will help you. Your entry will appear for
two months; the most recent additions are shaded. To list
your company in the Cross-Licensing Classifieds (at no
charge), see the address at the end of this section.

Software Packages Available
Industry: Cross industry-Clubs and Associations
Abstract: The CM+ Club Management System is a fully inte-

grated multiuser membership accounting system for all types of
clubs. CM+ provides full accounts receivable tracking with the
ability to assess monthly, quarterly, andlor annual dues by member type. Fixed charges and sales minimum processing are also
included in CM+. Corporate or individual billing may be done
using statements, coupons, credit cards, or electronic funds transfer. Tips and commissions are automatically tracked from the initial transaction through payroll. The front desk module provides
access control, member account verification, activity monitoring
(with utilization bar-coded reporting), member message processing, and guest registration. Support for bar-coded membership
cards is provided including the ability to monitor an unattended
remote entrance. Point-of-sale functions may be integrated into
the front desk terminal or can be provided via interfaces to most
cash register systems. CM+ includes a complete report and
letter-writing system and may be integrated into any general
ledger, accounts payable, or payroll systems.
Computer Outfitters emphasizes high-quality, after-the-sale support by including on-site installation and 24-hour phone support
with all systems.
Company Name: Computer Outfitters, Inc.
Address: 4633 East Broadway

Tucson, AZ 85711
U.S.A.
Phone 800-443-0599
800-843-2184 (Arizona)
602-795-4722
Contact Person: Frank Anderson, CDP President
Type of Disrriburor Wanted: Open
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide

H P CHANNELS
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Industry: Cross-indusrq-mechanicaI, engineering
Absrmcf: C.R.L.F SA France offers a broad range of CAM systems based

on the software ALIZE. ALIZE, a high-performance and fully interactive user-friendly CAM software, is a new product that incorporates
all stages of design, drafting, and manufacturing. Including carefully
designed ergonomics and multiwindowing. ALlZE runs on HP 9000
Series 300 workstations under UNIX or HP RMB (Rocky Mountain
BASIC). Interfaced in priority with HP's CAD software, ME 10 (ZD)
and ME 30 (3D), ALIZE has interfaces to other CADICAM systems
such as CATIA, CADDS from Computervision, EUCLID from Matra
Datavision, STRIM from Cisi, MEDUSA, VISlONAEL from AEIIAGS.
TELL from Holgyn, and also through I.G.E.S, SPAC, S.E.T, V DA, and
DXF former interfaces exchange.
ALIZE is especially oriented for turning two, three, or more axes, milling three, four, or five axes, spark erosion of three or four axes, laser
cutting off, and for any kind of numerical control machine tool.
ALlZE increases productivity without transferring the competence of the
staff. ALIZE Manufacturing Station is made for mechanical technicians
and nonspecialists of data processing. It offers 2D or 3D geometry, wire
frame, 3D for sculptured and left surfaces (B splines, BEZIER, and so
on) parameterization, and NC Automatic programming. The integrated
DNC allows upload and download of NC programs, and postprocessors
able to drive different types of CNC controllers such as NUM
SIEMENS. FANUC, MAZATROL. BOSCH, and General Electric. No
data processing language is necessary. ALlZE is also able to feed new
CNC controllers of fourth-generation, which do not need postprocessing
software. These new products need only 32-bit words directly compatible with CL Files of ALIZE.
ALlZE Manufacturing Station works now In many small as well as
major companies in France. Application fields are CAM for automotive.
aerospace, and plastic molds. ALlZE has the agreement of the French
Department of Defense for critical work pieces.
Companx Name: C.R.L.F SA
Address: 12 Rue Gambetta

69190 Saint Fons
France
Phone: 78 70 66 00

Far: 4.5 89 19 31
2le.x-: 206 777 F
Cot~racrPerson: Francis Allias
Tvpe of Disrriburor Wanted: Open
Geographic Coverage: Worldwide

Industry: Cross-industrpHP 3Oa) performance hoosrer

Abstract: The utility DCO (Dynamic Cache Optimizer) is a software
tool to turn disk caching dynamically on or off depending on the load
characteristics of your H P 3000 computer system. DCO was initially
developed by internal HP EDP personnel. Spread around the world for
Internal H P use, the tool finally found its way to the market by CT&S,
a Dutch company.
How DCO ~vorhs:The utility DCO is a very small program, using
hardly any memory and, when awake, less than 1 percent of your CPU
resource. It tries to optimize the application 'disk-caching' based on
figures from the Cache Directory Table and the parameters set by the
user. Once the job DCOJ is streamed, it will start caching on all disks
in internal memory and then go to sleep. After waking up the next
minute, the program will increment its own counters and measure how
well an individual disk andlor the system as a whole has performed.
Thereafter. it will check these counters and decide by comparing the
parameter values to the performance values, whether caching should be
disabled on certain drives. DCO will also vary the Random Fetch
Quantum in order to maximize the read-hit rate. This means you never
use too much or too little internal cache memory anymore, as the occupied area is dynamic, as well. Disabling caching, more memory will be
returned to you. On top of that, the operating system is not busy handling MPE caching. The program 'caching' is so called asleep.

Software Packages Wanted
Industry: MCBA-based verticals

Abstract: Brant Computer Services is interested in cross-licensing
software based on the M.C.B.A. financials. They market solutions to Atlantic Canada, an area too remote to most of you.
Brant is open to discuss any application with any company with
more than 10 years of experience in providing HP 3000-based
software to this region.
Conlpar~y:Brant Computer Services Ltd. (Atlantic)
Address: 3845 Dutch Village Road
Suite 306
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3L 4H9
Phone: 902-453-5288
Far: 902-455-5323
Contact: Patti McCaffrey
Geographic Coverage: All Atlantic Canada

A report facility offers detailed information on how your system is performing. Besides that, the report helps you when memory andlor CPU
is maximally used, to decide on upgrading.

Benefits
DCO optimizes the use of disk caching. It will improve the total system throughput between 5 and 30 percent.
Based on calculations finding the optimum. caching will be manipulated within the whole system. Your H P 3000 is always in top
condition.
On price, DCO can compete with a highly skilled performance specialist or a memory expansion. Both are certainly more expensive
than getting DCO on your computer. The specialist will go away after
a period and the memory upgrade is no guarantee either for a better
performance. Expanding your support contract is also needed in the
last case.
= HP internal E D P departments have been using the programs for years.

The latest version of DCO supports XP disks. It runs in batch and
uses very little CPU resources (less than 1 percent).

-

DCO controls the amount of internal RAM memory used for cachlng
and dynamically adjusts the size. The result is optimal memory usage.
The manuals are self explaining, together with example parameter
settings.
Demo products are available for testing for about one month.

You can list your company in the Cross-Licensing
Classifieds (either Software Packages Available or
Software Packages Wanted) by sending the information in the format used here to:
Hewlett-Packard Company
Value-Added Channels Development
Attn: Gina Adams
19091 Pruneridge Ave.
Building 46UV
Cupertino, CA 95014
U.S.A.
Entries will run for two months. The most recent
additions are shaded. Be sure to send the information
in at least one month before you wish it to appear.

Requiremena
Having Hewlett-Packard disk-caching on your computer system is the
only requirement. DCO can be seen as an option. It uses very little internal memory and CPU time. No additional hardware is needed.

Address: Computer Tools & Services B.V.
P.O. Box 11226
1001 GE Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Fax: +31-(0)3402-38984
Tvpe of Distributor Wanted: Open
Geogruphic Coverage: Worldwide
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How to get your name added to the
distribution for HP Channels
If you work for a company that is a
value-added business for HewlettPackard and want to receive a courtesy
subscription to HP Channels, call
Hewlett-Packard and have your sales
rep add your name to the distribution
list.
HP sales reps only: To add new U.S.
or Canadian accounts to the distribution
for HP Channels, please fill out a copy
of "The Data Kit for Value-Added
Businesses," P/N 5954-9091D, and
return it to the appropriate contact listed
on the cover page of the data kit. To add
additional contact names to existing
accounts, use your VALID edit sheets.
For accounts outside of the U.S. and
Canada: contact Tracy Wester for the
name of the person responsible for the
distribution of HP Channels in your
country.
Please address editorial correspondence
to Tracy Wester at address listed below.

Hewlett-Packard Cotnpany
Tracy Wester, Editor
Corporate Marketing Cotnmunications
3200 Hillview Avenue, Building 16L
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1298 USA

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED
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